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Science Dictionary for Kids provides hundreds of science terms with kid-friendly definitions and

illustrations, perfect for any teacher of science or parent helping a child with science homework.

From the basic science equipment, to the physical sciences, to Earth science, kids can flip to one of

eight science categories to find the definitions they need.The perfect reference for kids and their

parents and teachers, the easy-to-follow definitions in this guide will help with any science

assignment, project, or experiment. Most definitions include an illustrated version to increase

comprehension. Science Dictionary for Kids also includes a handy reference guide section,

complete with commonly used formulas, measurement conversions, charts detailing household

chemicals and acids and bases, instructions for using science equipment safely, tips on following

the scientific process, and information on graphing results and data. This book needs to be on every

child&#39;s desk!The perfect companion to Prufrock Press&#39; bestselling Math Dictionary for

Kids   Comprehensive, easy-to-use reference guide to science terms for students (grades 4â€“9) 

Quick access to essential information and answers  Kid-friendly graphics and illustrations to help

define each term or scientific process  Includes both standard and metric units of measurement for

U.S. and Canadian markets
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This "dictionary" is actually more of a small encyclopaedia than a dictionary, but that is NOT a

complaint. The book is organized by topic rather than being an alphabetical listing of science words

and definitions.While I flatter myself I know the science content pretty well, this nice little book

frequently explains things more clearly and simply than I. I have been happy to modify my

instruction accordingly. Although it is not exhaustive, it does cover many elements of the "scientific

process" with more clarity and detail than other sources I have used. I am not embarrassed to admit

that I give it a quick glance through as I prepare lessons for my middle school science classes.I

would recommend it for any middle school science student, and for any science teacher no matter

how well seasoned...perhaps even ESPECIALLY for the well seasoned.

The "Science Dictionary for Kids: The Essential Guide To Science Terms, Concepts, and

Strategies" is a 144 -page paperback resource that has been titled the #1 Science Homework

Helper for students in grades 4-9. It contains, standard science definitions with illustrations, a handy

reference section complete with tables, charts, and formulas in common use. A variety of data

charts and formulas are presented in clear and easily understandable formats. From weather maps

and symbols to elemental tables and genetics studies with Punnett squares, the "Science Dictionary

for Kids" has a wealth of information easily available to students with pressing science homework

assignments. There is even a part to explain how to use lab equipment and how to graph research

data, as well as a complete explanation of the scientific method. Parents, teachers, and students will

welcome this practical accessible resource for budding scientists.

My 6th grader was SO excited by this book - she said it's fun and has made her love science. She

even said she will use it for homework (gasp!) and ENJOY it!!! I highly recommend this book!

He reads it just for fun and believes it has been a tremendous help in science class. He says, "It

clearly explains a lot of important science terms."

This is an interesting book...has a lot of good information to help a lot of ages with homework! It also

has some great things to experiment at home with!

Great book for my students. A few of my students used it to look up meanings because their

textbooks did not having information in regards to their confusion over basic scientific terms. The

book also mentions and details about scientific equipment. A must have for the classroom or your



child who needs to get their homework done and study.

This Science Dictionary is wonderful and gives you any and all information that is needed for grades

6-9. I highly recommend this book for any home schooled child and or any child whom may need an

extra boost in this subject.

This book has been great for my daughter whom has been struggling in math. It is a great quick

reference for her and I when learning new math. I would definitely recommend.
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